
LG GSX961MCCZ & LG GSX960MCCZ 

With a plethora of features on board, these refrigerators will change what you think is possible from a fridge 
freezer. Boasting the now iconic American-style two-door system with a built-in ice maker, indulge yourself with 
modern convenience and tons of storage space, perfect for hosting parties and feeding families.  
 
Need to know what you’ve got in before you pop to the shops? Knock twice and the InstaView will reveal your 
favourite snacks in an instant, preventing any cold air from being released. LG’s Door Cooling system will even 
allow cold air to be spread more evenly throughout your refrigerator, and cool 35% faster than other systems. 

 

 

LG GSL961PZJV & LG GSL960PZJV  

Powered by LG’s robust Inverter Linear Compressor, these refrigerators offer an experience only found with LG’s 
range of refrigerators. Boasting the now iconic American-style two-door system with a built-in ice maker, indulge 
yourself with modern convenience and a whopping 600L of storage space, perfect for hosting parties and 
feeding families.  
 
Even with all that extra storage, you won’t have to worry about your food spoiling as LG’s Door Cooling 
technology ensures that cold airs spreads more evenly throughout your refrigerator, providing better protection 
for your food at a rate that’s 35% faster than the competition.  
 
Plus, with a non-plumbed system, you can place the GSL961PZJV anywhere in your kitchen, keeping your existing 
décor intact. 
 
In a rush and need something to cool quickly? You can alter your GSL960PZJV fridge freezer’s temperature 

anywhere via your smartphone. 

 

LG GSL761MCKV 

With an unbelievable amount of features on board, the LG GSL761MCKV will change what you think is possible 

from a fridge freezer. Boasting the now iconic American-style two-door system with a built-in ice maker, the 

refrigerator’s non-plumbed set-up means that it can be placed anywhere in your kitchen.  

Even with all that extra storage, you won’t have to worry about your food spoiling as LG’s Moist Balance Crisper 

can optimise your refrigerator for fruit and veg, keeping food fresh for longer and ensuring better tasting meals 

as a result.  

Plus, if you’re in a rush and you need something to cool quickly, you can alter your fridge freezer’s temperature 

anywhere via your smartphone. 

 

LG GSL760MCKV 

Powered by LG’s robust Inverter Linear Compressor, the GSL760MCKV offers an experience only found with LG’s 

range of refrigerators. Boasting the now iconic American-style two-door system, indulge yourself with modern 

convenience and a whopping 600L of storage space, perfect for hosting parties and feeding families.  

Even with all that extra storage, you won’t have to worry about your food spoiling as LG’s Moist Balance Crisper 

provides the optimal environment needed to keep fruit and veg at their best for longer.  

Plus, never break a sweat with the GSL760MCKV’s plumbed ice-dispenser, offering cold refreshment whenever 

you need it. 



LG GBB72MCUFN & LG GBD62PZYFN 

The LG GBB72MCUFN fridge freezer is kitted with LG’s bespoke NatureFresh technology, ensuring that produce 

maintains its freshness for longer, giving you better tasting meals in return. LG Door Cooling allows cold air to be 

distributed more evenly, while the Inverter Linear Compressor – found only in LG refrigerators – consumes 32% 

less energy than competing compressors, whilst also emitting 25% less noise.  

With a folding shelf built in, you can always adapt the GBB72MCUFN’s interior to match your culinary needs. LG 

ThinQ also lets you tap into the temperature of your refrigerator, straight from you smartphone. 

 

 


